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1. retrofittable power and data blocks  
2. dialogue configuration   
3. storage module
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Top/Base/Material Options 
A broad palette of material and base options allow 
Flow to satisfy a full range of aesthetic requirements.  
Stone, glass, wood or laminate tops can be paired with 
a variety of base styles, each available in a wood or 
painted version, for a full spectrum of aesthetic and 
price point options.

1. wood top, panel base (wood/paint combination) 
2. stone top, column base (painted)   
3. laminate top, polypropylene edge, panel base (painted)
4. wood top, rectangle base (wood)
5. wood top, four post base (wood center column)
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Technology Accommodation
Flow features a full range of innovative technology accommodation 
options, including retrofittable power/data units and adjustable, 
expandable base options, to address the changing technology 
requirements of conference rooms.

Credenzas 
To address a wide range of functional and storage needs, Flow 
credenzas are offered in four styles, in four standard sizes, with 
stone, glass or wood top options.

1. glass top, painted sub-top, expandable rectangle base  
    (painted, flush position) 
2. expandable rectangle base )(fully expanded position)   
3. buffet credenza, stone top
4. conference credenza, wood top
5. wall-hung credenza, glass top
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FLOW
2011 | Conference

Since its founding in 1944, Nucraft has worked with customers to create inspiring conference rooms, private 
offices, reception areas, and training spaces. The company’s designs and custom capabilities delight clients 
who demand the most exacting fit, finish and value for their environments. Every day, Nucraft serves  
customers with imaginative solutions that integrate technology and furniture in new and inventive ways.

DESIGNER PROFILE: JOEY RUITER, J.RUITER DESIGN
Joey Ruiter is redefining expectations in the world of art and design. By pushing the limits to confront 
established expectations, his designs support everyday function in surprising ways. Joey’s eclectic mix 
ranges from office furniture to sculpture, concept watercraft to household objects.


